Save-the-Date

OSUTeach Research Symposium and Reception
May 3rd from 3:00-4:00
Willard Hall Living room

Dear OSU STEM Faculty, Deans, and Administrators,

I wanted to take this opportunity to express my sincere appreciation to the OSU STEM researchers who hosted and mentored a Preservice Science Teacher (PST) this semester. As a science teacher educator, I see great value in providing PSTs with an opportunity to take part in authentic research. The insight into how scientific knowledge is generated will go a long way, as these preservice teachers become in-service science teachers for future generations of middle school and high school students.

Over the course of the semester each PST conducted at least 64 hours of mentored research, developed a standards-based 5E lesson plan that transitioned their research into classroom practice, developed a manuscript, and designed a research poster.

You are invited to attend the OSUTeach Research Symposium and Reception as PSTs present their research in poster format. Their posters will mirror a poster presented at a scientific conference with one exception, the far right side of the poster will provide a brief description of an inquiry-based 5E lesson plan associated with their research.

To honor the faculty and graduate students who mentored an OSUTeach PST this semester, as well as the PSTs who conducted research, the College of Education is hosting the OSUTeach Research Symposium and Reception on Wednesday May 3rd from 3:00 to 4:00 in the Anderson Family living room in Willard Hall.

Please make plans to stop by for an afternoon snack while you walk around and learn about the research taking place on the OSU campus by our future science and mathematics teachers. Additionally, if you are interested in hosting a PST to conduct research next spring, I will be available at the Symposium to answer your questions.

I look forward to seeing you at the OSUTeach Research Symposium and Reception on Wednesday May 3rd.

Sincerely,

Julie Angle